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Advanced Algebra
Solving Equations

6 + 2x = 12



This unit was created with this guy
in mind.  He has autism and an
intellectual disability.  He is a non-
reader, has a very short attention
span, and has a few foundational
math skills. With some support, he is
able to do this unit and enjoys the
challenge.   He is my tester!!



COSMIC steps

 
 

Copying/translating the problem
Operation choice (addition or subtraction)
Subtracting or adding
Multiply or divide to get rid of the coefficient
Isolate the variable
Check you answer

This unit uses the COSMIC steps when solving an equation.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

There are lots of worksheets to practice each step.



Advanced unit

This unit contains over 200 pages
of material and 102 google slides. 

 I have a lesson plan to help you
make the most of everything in

this unit including how to add
some group activities.



Preparation needed
Overall tips for teaching
students with significant
needs
Daily flow of the lesson
including individual and group
activities

The lesson plans contain:



PowerPoint
voice-recorded PPT
mp4 movie format

There is a 38 page book using
simple text and photos.  It walks
students through the steps to
solving an equation using the
COSMIC steps.

 



Vocabulary

There is a vocabulary board
(used for class discussion) and
vocabulary cards with cut and

paste activities.



Key word cards

There are 4 cards (in different
sizes) that students can refer
to looking for key words when
solving equations.



There are cards for
students to refer to
listing the steps in the
COSMIC method. 

They come with and
without pictures.

COSMIC cards

Laminate so students can check
off when complete.



COSMIC step #1

 There are 15 worksheets
where students will practice
copying and translating the
problem into an algebraic
equation.

Students can write in answers
or cut and paste answers
provided on a separate page.



COSMIC step #2

 There are 4 worksheets
where students will identify
the operation in the equation. 

There are 2 using pictures and
2 with numbers.

There is an example (shown
here) worked out for you.



COSMIC step #3

 There are 4 worksheets
where students will practice
eliminating a coefficient. 

There is an example (shown
here) worked out for you.



COSMIC step #4

 There are 11 worksheets
where students will practice 
 isolating the variable. 

There is an example (shown
here) worked out for you.



COSMIC step #5

 There are 11 worksheets
where students will practice
checking their answers. 

There is an example worked
out for you.



There is a Sudoku puzzle in this
unit as well.  This is a great way
to work with the new
vocabulary!!

There are 2 versions plus
answer keys.



10 questions with 3 picture
choices for each question
cut out the answer choices
and glue them on index cards
traditional multiple choice

FINALLY the assessment!!  There
are 3 versions.  

     Answer key included.



This unit also has
digital activities. 
 There is a movie
version of the book
students can listen to
read aloud.



Great for review

The digital activities
have students click and
drag their answers.  
 There are 2 sets slides.



Perfect for all learning levels

The second set of slides
is differentiated using
either color or numbers
for students to match
to. 



 
 

Lesson plan
Algebra activities in BW
Algebra activities in color
Solving Equatoins book (PowerPoint) to use with activities
Links and directions to digital activities

This resource comes in a zipped folder.  You will need to unzip the folder to
access all the contents which include:



 
 

Save money and get this unit in a bundle with more advanced algebra
units. 

Algebra Bundle

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Algebra-BUNDLE-for-Special-Education-4544256
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Algebra-BUNDLE-for-Special-Education-4544256

